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Having recently had another opportunity to spend time with Ophelia at her 
ocean-side studio, I feel it's time to address the elephant in the room and talk 
about the significant problem I have with the whole "Cross Dressing With 
Class" experience. What's this big problem, you ask? It's simply this. It's just too 
damn addictive! 
 
For those of you reading these testimonials and perhaps thinking about coming 
to experience the whole mind-blowing experience, be aware that you'll find it 
hard to do it just once! It really is that good. You'll be made to feel so relaxed 
and natural, that you'll quickly forget all your fears and anxieties about the 
whole crossing-dressing phenomenon, and want more! 
 
Well, for those of you who would dearly love a second or third follow-up visit, 
but perhaps can't quite justify the time or cost for the full makeover experience, 
Ophelia has introduced a fabulous new experience that I had the opportunity to 
enjoy a few weeks back. 
 
This new service that Ophelia calls the Master Class (only for subsequent visits) 
gave me a chance to put the skills I'd been given on earlier visits into action. 
Arriving with a bag full of my own clothes, shoes, wig and makeup, Ophelia set 
me up in her fantastic makeup studio and supervised me doing my own 
makeover. Having a chance to use my own cosmetics, but with hints and tips 
given to me by someone with many years of experience, was fantastic. And like 
any girl getting ready at one of her girlfriend's houses, the few things I was 
missing or had forgotten were taken care of by the always generous Ophelia.  
 
After an hour or so of getting ready and being given expert advice on different 
looks and colours, I was ready for a quick shopping trip to what has to be the 
best-stocked St Vincent De Paul store I've ever experienced! Only a couple of 
kilometres from Ophelia's studio is this incredible store, packed full of designer 
clothes, shoes and bags that has to be seen to be believed! 
 
As you can probably tell by my testimonials, I am hugely indebted to the lovely 
Ophelia for all she has done for me. Every experience with her has been truly 
transformational in every sense of the word. I can't recommend her highly 
enough. 
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